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Formation of base pairs between the nucleotides of an RNA sequence gives rise to a complex and often highly branched
RNA structure. While numerous studies have demonstrated the functional importance of the high degree of RNA
branching—for instance, for its spatial compactness or interaction with other biological macromolecules—RNA branching
topology remains largely unexplored. Here, we use the theory of randomly branching polymers to explore the scaling
properties of RNAs by mapping their secondary structures onto planar tree graphs. Focusing on random RNA sequences
of varying lengths, we determine the two scaling exponents related to their topology of branching. Our results indicate
that ensembles of RNA secondary structures are characterized by annealed random branching and scale similarly to
self-avoiding trees in three dimensions. We further show that the obtained scaling exponents are robust upon changes in
nucleotide composition, tree topology, and folding energy parameters. Finally, in order to apply the theory of branching
polymers to biological RNAs, whose length cannot be arbitrarily varied, we demonstrate how both scaling exponents can
be obtained from the distributions of the related topological quantities of individual RNA molecules with fixed length.
In this way, we establish a framework to study the branching properties of RNA and compare them to other known
classes of branched polymers. By understanding the scaling properties of RNA related to its branching structure we aim
to improve our understanding of the underlying principles and open up the possibility to design RNA sequences with
desired topological properties.

I. INTRODUCTION

Branching structures can be found in a wide range of poly-
meric materials, including networks, gels, and, importantly,
biopolymers such as nucleic acids and polysaccharides1–3.
Compared to their linear counterparts, branching imparts poly-
mers with several favourable properties such as high surface
functionality, globular conformation, high solubilities, and
more4. A ubiquitous, functionally important biopolymer is
ribonucleic acid (RNA), which can be seen to effectively be-
have as a branched polymer due to the arrangement of single-
stranded (ss) regions (such as loops, bulges, and stems) and
double-stranded (ds) regions formed by base-pairing which
can lead to the formation of multi-loops with a large degree
of branching. Indeed, a survey of PDB-deposited RNA struc-
tures has shown that while multi-loops having branching degree
3 and 4 are the most abundant, branched loops with degree
& 10 are far from unusual5. This propensity for high branch-
ing degrees sets RNA aside from most other known classes of
branched polymers1,2.

The branching structure of RNA also has a functional impor-
tance, which is the most apparent in the genomes of ssRNA
viruses6,7. Recent studies on these viruses have shown that

branching affects their assembly by both influencing the ability
of RNA to bind to capsid proteins as well as making the size
and the structure of the folded RNA genome comparable to
the size of the capsid8–17. Furthermore, the branching pattern
combined with electrostatic interactions impacts the RNA os-
motic pressure inside the capsid and in this way influences both
its packaging efficiency and virion stability18,19. All of these
properties are arguably the result of an evolutionary pressure.
For instance, the ssRNA genomes of icosahedral viruses are
significantly more compact than random RNA sequences of
comparable length and composition8,20. At the same time, even
a small percent of synonymous mutations suffices to destroy this
compactness and make the size of viral RNAs indistinguishable
from that of random RNAs9,13.

While some attempts have been made to experimentally
determine the branching patterns of long RNAs from two-
dimensional (2D) projections21, for the most part such analysis
still needs to be carried out using computational predictions of
RNA secondary structure. In absence of pseudoknots, the sec-
ondary structure of RNA can be mapped to a planar tree graph
by mapping its various structural elements (stems, bulges, hair-
pin loops, . . . ) to the tree vertices and edges22–24. Under this
approximation, a basic measure of RNA size is its maximum
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ladder distance (MLD), which corresponds to the diameter of
the tree and correlates well with its physical size as experimen-
tally measured by, for instance, its hydrodynamic radius20,25.
Such an approach has been previously used to extensively an-
alyze the compactness of viral ssRNA genomes8,9,13,20. What
is more, mapping RNA structures to planar tree graphs also
opens up the possibility to apply the powerful framework of
polymer physics—and Flory theory in particular26–28—to study
the properties of long RNA molecules. We provide an overview
of some of the theoretical approaches to study the branching
topology of the secondary structures of viral ssRNA genomes
and its implications in Ref. 24.

An ensemble of polymer conformations can be described in
terms of a relatively small number of observables. Since the
number of total accessible conformations of a polymer scales
with its number of monomers (bonds) N, one can adopt the
average value of an observable 〈O(N)〉 to classify the poly-
mer ensemble under consideration (such as ideal polymers,
self-avoiding polymers, θ -polymers, . . . )29. Due to the scale-
invariant character of polymer chains in the large-chain limit29,
〈O(N)〉 behaves as a power law of the number of monomers N
of the chain with some characteristic scaling exponent γ:

〈O(N)〉 ∼ Nγ . (1)

In general, γ depends on the physical properties of the
monomers, for instance on how the monomers interact with
each other or with the solvent30. Scaling exponents ob-
tained from such power laws allow one to distinguish between
branched polymers that live in 2D or 3D, or between polymers
that are self-avoiding or at the θ -point. They furthermore al-
low one to distinguish between different kinds of branching
patterns—in particular, between regular patterns, such as ob-
served in dendrimers, and random patterns, where the size and
disposition of the branches are probabilistic29. In most cases,
the aim of such a description is to obtain a scaling relation-
ship for observables connected to the molecule size, as these
can be experimentally measured. This was the goal of Fang et
al.31, who used secondary structure prediction and Kramers’
formula32–34 to obtain the scaling exponent ν for the radius of
gyration of long RNAs.

However, in the case of branching polymers, two more expo-
nents, ρ and ε , are required to get a more complete picture of
their properties28,35. The first exponent, ρ , describes the scal-
ing of the average shortest-path distance between two nodes
on the tree. The second exponent, ε , describes the scaling of
the average branch weight, namely, the average weight of the
smaller of the two sub-trees obtained by removing the edges
connecting two nodes of the original tree. These properties are
purely topological and their exponents are expected to capture
the statistics of the branching structure. For example, when
the topology of a random branching is annealed (i.e., when
the branches can rearrange themselves), these two exponents

coincide35. The scaling relation for the radius of gyration can
then be obtained from these exponents and from the knowledge
of the kind of solvent the polymer is immersed in. Despite the
importance of the branching structure of RNA, its relationship
to other types of branched polymers remains unknown36,37, and
the scaling properties relating to the topology of branching are
largely unexplored8–10.

In this work, we set to determine the scaling exponents ρ
and ε of RNA secondary structures obtained from random RNA
sequences, compare them with known types of branching poly-
mers, and demonstrate how these exponents connect to the
radius of gyration of ensembles of RNA folds using Flory the-
ory. Our approach allows us to decouple the assumptions made
to obtain the scaling of the radius of gyration from those related
to the topology of the folding. We focus on arbitrary (random)
RNA sequences, which represent the baseline for RNA struc-
ture formation and also show the general behaviour one can
expect of biological RNAs38–42. Using ViennaRNA software
to predict the thermal ensembles of their secondary structures,
we explore the importance of nucleotide composition, folding
energy parameters, and node degree distribution on the scaling
behaviour of RNA. Importantly, we also demonstrate how scal-
ing exponents can be determined for random RNA sequences
with fixed length, which is particularly relevant for biological
RNAs, whose length cannot be varied arbitrarily. Our results,
which yield ρ ' ε ≈ 0.67, show that although ViennaRNA pro-
duces secondary structure folds only on the basis of energetic
considerations, thus ignoring steric clashes and tertiary interac-
tions, these folds scale as 3D self-avoiding annealed branched
polymers, independently of the energy parameters. Interest-
ingly, our results also show that, in a good solvent, the radius
of gyration of RNA scales as N1/2 and not as N1/3 as estimated
previously31.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we provide an
overview of the theory of branching polymers and introduce the
topological observables applicable to RNA secondary structure,
their corresponding distribution functions, and their scaling
exponents. In Sec. III, we describe the folding algorithm we
use to predict RNA secondary structure and describe its tree
representation. We also provide details on the important pa-
rameters, such as multiloop energy model and RNA sequence
composition, that we make use of in our analysis. In Sec. IV,
we describe and compare the results for the scaling exponents
of random RNA sequences obtained in two different ways.
We furthermore verify the robustness of the obtained results by
varying the multiloop parameters of the energy model, sequence
composition, and topology of branching. The same section also
frames RNA in terms of a randomly branching polymer and
compares its scaling behaviour to that of other known types of
branching polymers. Finally, in Sec. V we discuss our results in
a wider context and show what the scaling exponents obtained
from the topology of RNA structure tell us about the scaling of
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its size as given by the radius of gyration.

II. SCALING THEORY OF BRANCHING IN RNA
MOLECULES

A. Average polymer behaviour

In this work, we build on a comparison between RNA
secondary structure folds and randomly branched polymers.
A large body of computational work28,35,43–45 has demon-
strated that in order to completely characterize an ensemble of
branched polymers, it is necessary to consider the topology of
branching, also known as tree connectivity28. This is a property
that is accessible using simple RNA folding models (described
in Sec. III).

As a proper measure of tree connectivity in branched RNA
molecules, we introduce the ensemble average of either the
maximum (MLD) or average ladder distance (ALD) as a func-
tion of the number of monomers N24,43,

〈MLD(N)〉 ∼ 〈ALD(N)〉 ∼ Nρ , (2)

both of which account for the average length of linear paths
on the tree. Here, the ladder distance (path length) `i j be-
tween two nodes i and j is defined as the shortest path be-
tween them, and we thus have MLD = maxi, j `i j and ALD =

[N(N +1)]−1 ∑i 6= j `i j
24. Note that the average 〈O(N)〉 is taken

over an ensemble of trees of size N, which for random RNAs
means an average over both sequences and secondary structures
(see Sec. III A and III B).

As another topological observable, we consider the average
branch weight35:

〈Nbr(N)〉 ∼ Nε , (3)

which is defined as the average weight nbr of the smallest of the
two sub-branches obtained by systematically removing—one at
a time—edges connecting two nodes of the original tree, so that
Nbr = nbr, where the bar indicates the average over all branch
weights in a single fold43 (see also Sec. III C and Fig. 2).

While the two scaling exponents ρ and ε describe very dif-
ferent quantities, they are not independent from each other. In
fact, by making very minimal assumptions on the randomly
branching architecture of the polymers, the relation

ρ = ε (4)

is expected to hold in general for annealed branching poly-
mers35. Accurate numerical proofs of Eq. (4) are given in
Refs. 35 and 43 for isolated self-avoiding trees in spatial di-
mensions from 2 to 9 and in Ref. 44 for melts of trees in 2D
and 3D. Confirming the validity of Eq. (4) for RNA structures

would be a strong argument in support of the hypothesis that
RNA molecules can also be modeled as randomly branching
polymers.

Even the simplest theory for the characterization of secondary
structure of generic branching polymers (and RNA molecules
in particular) thus has to operate with these two distinct ob-
servables, 〈ALD(N)〉 and 〈Nbr(N)〉. Furthermore, obtaining
the scaling exponents ρ and ε related to these two observables
allows us to obtain the scaling exponent ν for the radius of
gyration as well. We elaborate on this connection in Sec. V,
where we also explain in some detail the possible connection
between RNA secondary and tertiary structure, in particular
with regard to the mean radius of gyration of an ensemble of
molecules.

B. Distribution functions

Beyond the averages of observables introduced in the pre-
vious section, another fundamental part of information on the
scaling exponents ρ and ε is contained in their corresponding
distribution functions45. In particular, theoretical considerations
show that the path length distribution functions p(`) in trees of
size N collapse onto universal master curves when plotted as a
function of the rescaled path length x = `/〈ALD(N)〉45:

p(`) =
1

〈ALD(N)〉 q
(

`

〈ALD(N)〉

)
. (5)

These master curves are described well by the one-dimensional
Redner-des Cloizeaux (RdC) function45:

q(x) =C xθ exp
(
−(Kx)t) , (6)

whose numerical constants46

C = t
Γθ+1((θ +2)/t)
Γθ+2((θ +1)/t)

, (7)

K =
Γ((θ +2)/t)
Γ((θ +1)/t)

, (8)

follow from the conditions that p(`) is normalized to 1 and
that its first moment, 〈ALD(N)〉, is the only relevant scaling
variable. Here, Γ(x) denotes the gamma function. Importantly,
the Pincus exponents θ and t in Eq. (6) are both related to the
scaling exponent ρ as45:

θ =
1
ρ
−1, (9)

t =
1

1−ρ
. (10)

In a similar fashion, it can be shown45 that the probability
distribution of branch weights p(nbr) in a randomly branching
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tree of total size N is accurately described by the Kramers-
like32–34 formula:

p(nbr) =
ZnbrZN−nbr−1

∑N−1
nbr=0 ZnbrZN−nbr−1

, (11)

where Znbr is the total number (i.e., the partition function) of
branched polymers with nbr edges. Next, we can take into
account that the denominator in Eq. (11) is just ZN , which in
general scales as ZN ∼ cN/N2−ε for branching polymers33,34,45,
where c is a numerical prefactor related to the tree branching
probability per node (or, equivalently, the fraction of the tree
branching points). In this way, Eq. (11) takes on the simple
scaling form:

p(nbr)

N2−ε ' c−1 (nbr (N−nbr−1))−(2−ε) . (12)

Expanding on the approach by Rosa and Everaers 45 , we tenta-
tively set an ansatz for the partition function Znbr to

Znbr =
Iβ (2λnbr)

(λnbr)
β , (13)

where Iβ is the first modified Bessel function of order β =
3/2− ε . This allows us to fit the analytical distribution p(nbr)
to the entire range 06 nbr 6N/2. The justification of the ansatz
in Eq. (13) is given in the supplementary material, where we
demonstrate that it correctly describes the scaling behaviour of
branched polymers as given by Eq. (12).

The analytical functions for the distributions of the path
lengths [Eq. (5)] and branch weights [Eq. (11)] have the advan-
tage that we can use them to determine the scaling exponents ρ
and ε , respectively, even for polymers whose length dependence
of observables is not known or cannot be easily obtained—such
as is the case of biological RNAs, whose length is often con-
strained to a narrow range within a particular type, function, or
species. Due to the finiteness of the polymers, these distribu-
tions in general show finite-size effects which disappear in the
long-chain limit, as we shall also see in Sec. IV C.

III. METHODS

A. Random RNA sequences

Nucleotide frequency f (b), b ∈ {A,C,G,U}, is the simplest
statistical property of the primary sequence of RNA, which
can nonetheless have a decisive influence on its secondary and
tertiary structure. We define a uniformly random RNA sequence
as one where all nucleotides are represented equally, f (b) =
1/4 ∀b. Deviations from this uniform composition can be then

evaluated by the Euclidean distance δ 2 = ∑b∈{A,C,G,U}( f (b)−
1/4)2, which correlates well with improved statistical measures
such as the Jensen-Shannon divergence.

Since the nucleotide composition of biological RNAs often
differs from the uniform one, we generate not only uniformly
random RNA sequences but also random RNA sequences with
different nucleotide frequencies. Specifically, we choose 16
different nucleotide compositions which cover the convex hull
of the space of ∼ 1800 viral genomes of different positive
single-stranded RNA viruses (see Table S1 in the supplemen-
tary material) and as such represent the most extreme cases
within this dataset. Random RNA sequences are obtained by
first generating a sequence with a desired nucleotide compo-
sition and length and then randomly shuffling it. In general,
we consider random RNA sequences from 100 to 13500 nt in
length, where we generate for each random RNA of a given
length and composition 200 different random shuffles.

B. RNA folding

When an RNA molecule folds, it often does not adopt a sin-
gle, well-defined conformation47. Therefore, it is more accurate
to discuss an ensemble of RNA conformations instead of a sin-
gle structure. We generate thermal ensembles (T = 37 ◦C) of
RNA secondary structures using the RNAsubopt routine from
the ViennaRNA software (v2.4.14)48 with default settings. The
secondary structure prediction does not include pseudoknots,
which is a typical simplification that allows us to study the
structures of even very long RNAs (∼ 104 nt). For each RNA
sequence, we generate 500 secondary structure folds, sampled
from the thermal ensemble.

C. Tree representation of RNA secondary structure

Each RNA secondary structure without pseudoknots can
be mapped to a planar tree graph. The simplest way to con-
struct such a tree is by mapping double-stranded regions (base
pairs) to edges with weights w corresponding to the stem
lengths, while single-stranded regions (unpaired nucleotides)
are mapped to nodes connecting the edges24. (Note that this
procedure differs slightly from the RNA-as-graph method23

in order to avoid disconnected graphs which are sometimes
produced by it.) The resulting number of edges N of the RNA
tree corresponds to the number of bonds in a branched polymer.

Furthermore, we produce what we term expanded RNA trees,
where each edge of weight w is expanded to form w unit edges
with w−1 nodes of degree 2 connecting them (Fig. 1). In this
way, we obtain a tree with Ñ edges where each edge has unit
weight, which allows us to use the percolation algorithm from
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Figure 1. Tree representation of an example RNA secondary structure
obtained for a random RNA sequence of length Nnt = 78. Single-
stranded regions are mapped to nodes of a tree (large dots) while
double-stranded regions are mapped to edges (lines), weighted with
the length of the double-stranded region. Expanded tree produces
additional nodes (small dots) between the nodes of the original tree
corresponding to the weight of the edge, so that all the edges in the
expanded tree have unit weight. Dotted line shows an example of
removing one edge of the expanded tree to determine its branch weight
nbr, given by the weight of the smaller of the two resulting trees. The
sketch also shows some essential properties of the resulting RNA tree,
such as the number of edges in the original (N) and the expanded (Ñ)
tree, and the MLD, ALD, and Nbr of the tree.

Ref. 45 to obtain the branch weight distributions. The number
of expanded edges Ñ furthermore corresponds to the number
of base pairs in the RNA secondary structure. Since the RNA
nucleotide sequence length Nnt perfectly correlates with both
the number of edges and the number of expanded edges of the
tree representation of its structure (Fig. S1 in the supplementary
material), regardless of the nucleotide composition, we use
these quantities interchangeably throughout this work.

D. Prüfer-shuffled RNA trees

Prüfer sequence representation of RNA trees gives a one-to-
one correspondence between a tree with N edges and a sequence
of N−1 integers. The Prüfer sequence is generated iteratively
from a labelled tree by successively removing the peripheral
node with the smallest label, and adding the number of the node
to which it was connected as the next element in the sequence.
Random permutations of the Prüfer sequence can then be used
to yield trees with node degree distribution identical to the
original tree but with different branching patterns. For a detailed
description of the generation of the Prüfer sequence of a tree
and its permutations, see Ref. 49.

We utilize the Prüfer sequence representation of RNA trees
as an additional point of comparison to generate Prüfer-shuffled
versions of random RNA trees, which preserve the node de-

gree distribution of the original trees. For each RNA length,
we select 10 different random sequences with 200 secondary
structures for each, and use the resulting trees to generate 500
random permutations of their Prüfer sequence.

E. Multiloop energy model

While the occurrence of multiloops of degree 10 or higher is
not uncommon in various RNAs5, multiloop energies are the
least accurately known among the numerous energy parameters
involved in RNA secondary structure prediction50. Most of the
current energy-based structure prediction software—including
ViennaRNA—assumes that the energy of a multiloop depends
only on the amount of enclosed base pairs (number of branches)
and the number of unpaired nucleotides in it, and uses a linear
model of the form

Emultiloop = E0

+ Ebr× [branches]
+ Eun× [unpaired nucleotides], (14)

where E0 is the energy contribution for multiloop initiation, and
Ebr and Eun are the energy contributions for each enclosed base
pair and unpaired nucleotide, respectively. Notable difference
between different proposed energy parameters lies not only in
the magnitude but in the sign of the parameter Ebr which con-
trols the number of branches stemming from the multiloop (see
Ref. 24 for a comparison of multiloop energy parameters used
in different energy models). Earlier versions of ViennaRNA
(until v2.0), for instance, used a positive value of this parameter,
penalizing high-degree nodes, while the later versions of the
software use a negative value, promoting high-degree nodes.

Differences in the multiloop energy parameters can of course
reflect in the predicted structures of long RNAs and their topo-
logical properties51,52. This needs to be taken into account
when comparing results obtained by existing studies on the
branching properties of RNA8,9,20,25 that use different versions
of folding software and thus potentially different energy models.
To verify how the choice of multiloop energy parameters influ-
ences the scaling properties of RNA in the cleanest fashion, we
modify solely the multiloop parameters in the current parameter
set used by ViennaRNA (v2.4: E0 = 9.3, Eun = 0.0 Ebr =−0.9)
with the ones from older versions (< v2.0: E0 = 3.4, Eun = 0.0
Ebr = 0.4), resulting in a modified set of energy parameters
which we denote by ViennaRNA-mod. All other parameters are
left unchanged, i.e., equal to the set used in ViennaRNA v2.4.
We then compare the scaling of the RNA secondary structures
obtained using the default parameter set (ViennaRNAv2.4) with
those obtained using the modified set (ViennaRNA-mod).
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F. Scaling exponents

We determine the two scaling exponents ρ and ε introduced
in Sec. II in two ways. Firstly, we determine the scaling of
the ensemble-averaged topological properties (such as 〈ALD〉,
〈MLD〉, and 〈Nbr〉) with sequence length Nnt. Coefficients
of the scaling power laws of the form y = axγ can then be
obtained with linear regression on logarithmically transformed
data. Where necessary to differentiate these exponents, we
label them as ρ〈ALD〉, ρ〈MLD〉, and ε〈Nbr〉.

Secondly, we determine the scaling exponents ρ and ε also
from the distributions of path lengths [Eq. (5)] and branch
weights [Eq. (11)] in the tree representation of their secondary
structure, respectively. Here, regression is inappropriate as
it can in general give a biased estimate for the scaling expo-
nents53. We therefore use the maximum likelihood estimator
for the scaling exponents. We also note that the statistical error
of this approach becomes negligibly small as the number of
observations increases, as is also the case with our data. Where
necessary, we label the exponents obtained in this way as ρθ , ρt ,
and εp to highlight that they were obtained from Eqs. (9)–(11),
respectively.

IV. RESULTS

A. Scaling exponents of random RNA sequences of varying
lengths

First, we take a look at how the scaling exponents ρ and ε
can be obtained from the scaling of 〈ALD〉 and 〈Nbr〉 with RNA
sequence length Nnt, respectively. The scaling over a range of
sequence lengths for uniformly random RNAs ( f (b) = 0.25
for all b ∈ {A,C,G,U}) is shown in Fig. 2, panels a and c.
While we consider a wide range of RNA sequence lengths
(∼ 102–104 nt) to obtain the two scaling exponents, they are
nonetheless asymptotic properties of the polymer (RNA tree)
size. As such, their fitted values should become more reliable as
the sequence length increases. This can be observed in the insets
of the two panels, which show how the values of the exponents
change as we change the length range of the sequences con-
tributing to the fit, limiting the range to ever longer sequences.
The exponent ρ〈ALD〉 quickly assumes values of around 0.66,
while the exponent ε〈Nbr〉 more gradually approaches similar
values of around 0.68 as shorter sequences are removed from
the fit. In Sec. IV D, we further compare these values with each
other as well as with the values of scaling exponents obtained
from individual distributions (Sec. IV C).

As the insets of panels a and c of Fig. 2 show, the range of
the fit can clearly influence the value of the scaling exponent; in
particular, fitting the exponents to small tree sizes (Nnt ∼ 102)

is not necessarily warranted. However, the values of the scaling
exponents tend, for the most part, to remain similar within the
error of the fit regardless of the fit range, and any differences
start to become negligible as shorter sequences are taken out
of consideration. Sequences of length & 1000 nt should thus
already suffice to determine the scaling exponents.

B. Robustness of the scaling exponents

Now that we have determined the scaling exponents for the
scaling behaviour of 〈ALD〉 and 〈Nbr〉, we wish to examine
how robust these exponents are to changes in various quantities
that might influence them. Specifically, we focus on the role of
(1) nucleotide composition of random RNA sequences, (2) mul-
tiloop energy parameters of the secondary structure prediction
software, and (3) node degree distribution of RNA trees.

1. Nucleotide composition

Nucleotide content can vary significantly between different
biological RNAs, and has been shown to both play an important
role in some of their functions as well as influence the resulting
RNA structures. While our analysis primarily focuses on uni-
formly random RNAs to make the interpretation of our results
easier, we need to verify that our conclusions remain valid also
for random RNAs of different nucleotide compositions. To this
purpose, we have also obtained the scaling exponents ρ and ε
from scaling relationships for 〈ALD〉 and 〈Nbr〉 shown in panels
a and c of Fig. 2 for 16 different nucleotide compositions (see
Sec. III and the supplementary material). The results, shown in
Figs. S2 and S3 in the supplementary material, demonstrate that
any observed differences in the scaling relationship are only
due to changes in the prefactor of the scaling law. The scaling
exponents ρ and ε , on the other hand, remain essentially the
same within the error of the fit, no matter what the nucleotide
composition of random RNA is. This also means that the obser-
vations from our analysis of uniformly random RNAs can be
generalized to random RNA sequences with different nucleotide
compositions.

2. Multiloop energy parameters

Energy-based RNA secondary structure prediction depends
on the accuracy of the energy parameters that are provided as an
input to the folding algorithm. While the two versions of energy
parameters provided by Turner and Mathews 54 , Turner1999
and Turner2004, form the basis for the most commonly used
secondary structure prediction software such as ViennaRNA48
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Figure 2. Scaling exponent ρ for uniformly random RNA sequences, as obtained (a) from the scaling of 〈ALD〉 with sequence length Nnt
[Eq. (2)] and (b) from the distributions of scaled path lengths p(x), where x = `/〈ALD〉 [Eq. (5)]. Scaling exponent ε for uniformly random
RNA sequences, as obtained (c) from the scaling of 〈Nbr〉 with sequence length Nnt [Eq. (3)] and (d) from the distributions of branch weights
p(nbr) [Eq. (11)]. Insets in panels a and c show the scaling exponents obtained by fits to the data with different starting points, with the gray
arrows denoting the fits over the shaded regions in the two panels. Insets in panels b and c show the scaling exponents obtained by fits to
distributions at fixed RNA lengths. Colour gradients in panels b and d and their insets correspond to different sequence lengths from panels a and
c. Each point in panels a and c and their corresponding line in panels b and d correspond to the average over 200 random sequences with 500
secondary structure thermal ensemble folds per each random sequence.

and RNAstructure55, several improvements have also been sug-
gested56,57. These different sets of energy parameters notice-
ably differ in the energy of multiloop formation, something
which is particularly relevant for large, highly branching RNA
structures.

We have previously shown24 that replacing the multiloop
energy parameters of the current versions of ViennaRNA (v2.0
and higher) with those of its older versions results in a signifi-
cantly different node degree distributions of the resulting RNA
structures. In particular, predictions made with the older version

of multiloop energy parameters result in RNA structures with a
much lower amount of nodes with a high degree of branching
(> 4) compared to the newer version. This is due to the energy
parameter of multiloop branch formation, disfavoured in the
older version of energy parameters and promoted in the newer
version (see also Table S2 in the supplementary material).

However, when we compare the scaling of the 〈ALD〉 and
〈Nbr〉 with the RNA sequence length for structures predicted us-
ing two different sets of multiloop energy parameters (Sec. III),
we observe that the scaling exponents ρ and ε remain the same
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(Fig. S4 in the supplementary material). Interestingly, this im-
plies that the scaling of RNA as a branched polymer is not
strongly dependent on the particularities of the node degree dis-
tribution of its structure. This is in line with previous observa-
tions, which have found that different RNA folding algorithms
and parameter sets can have a strong influence on the details
of the predicted structures, but that the structure statistics were
much less sensitive to them58.

3. Randomly shuffled tree topologies

Planar tree graphs can be represented by a Prüfer sequence,
which has a one-to-one correspondence to a particular tree topol-
ogy. By (randomly) permuting this sequence, one obtains trees
with a node degree distribution identical to the original one, but
with in general a different branching pattern. This approach has
previously been used by Singaram et al.49 to study the size of
ideal randomly branching polymers, where they have observed
that “RNA-like” trees exhibit different scaling than random
Prüfer sequences. In Figs. S6 and S7 in the supplementary ma-
terial we show that Prüfer-shuffling RNA trees originating from
uniformly random RNA sequences indeed leads to a decrease
in both scaling exponents ρ and ε . The exponents of Prüfer-
shuffled RNA trees, ρ ≈ 0.53 and ε ≈ 0.59, respectively, are
indistinguishable from those of random Prüfer sequences corre-
sponding to random trees of comparable size. This shows that
random trees with the same node degree distribution as random
RNAs but different branching patterns scale in a significantly
different fashion. Consequently, the pattern of node degree dis-
tribution alone does not suffice to explain the observed scaling
relationships of RNA secondary structures. What is more, the
Prüfer-shuffled RNA trees appear to have even smaller size as
measured by their 〈MLD〉 than what would be expected for a
random Prüfer sequence or even a random unlabelled tree with
the same number of nodes.

C. Scaling exponents of random RNA sequences of fixed
length

Since the length of biological RNAs—unlike that of random
RNA sequences—in general cannot be varied arbitrarily, we
next demonstrate how the two scaling exponents ρ and ε can be
determined from the distributions of path lengths p(`) [Eq. (5)]
and branch weights p(nbr) [Eq. (11)] in uniformly random RNA
sequences of fixed length. These two distributions are shown
in panels b and d of Fig. 2, respectively. To reduce the amount
of noise in the data, each line represents the average over 200
different random RNA sequences of the same length. In terms
of biological RNAs, this could correspond to an average over a
related group of RNAs of similar length, either by their function

or by evolutionary relatedness (species, genus, . . . ). We remark
that this approach does not necessarily require all of the RNAs
to have exactly the same length Nnt, as during the mapping
of RNA structure to a tree, there is already some variation in
the resulting number of nodes N stemming from the thermal
ensemble of structures.

In general, the fits of the distributions improve as the length
of the RNA increases. This is very clearly observed in the
case of the distribution of branch weights, where the scaling
exponent ε acquires “physical” values (ε > 1/2) only for RNA
lengths above & 800 nt (Fig. 2d). In the case of the RdC
distributions of path lengths, we can on the other hand observe
that the scaling exponent ρ attains a different value depending
on whether it is obtained from θ or t [Eqs. (9) and (10)]—both
parameters of the RdC distribution (Fig. 2b; see also Fig. S8
in the supplementary material). Under certain assumptions, to
which we shall return in Sec. V, one would expect that the two
coefficients would be connected through the relation θ = 1/(t−
1) and thus yield the same prediction for ρ . However, this is
often not true even in the case of other branching polymers, and
as Fig. S8c also shows, certainly does not hold for random RNA
sequences. This is consequently reflected in the two different
predictions of ρ as obtained from either θ or t (Fig. 2b).

D. RNA as a randomly branching polymer

In the previous sections, we have shown how to obtain the
scaling exponents ρ and ε of the secondary structure of random
RNA sequences in two different ways. When the sequences
span a large range of lengths, the scaling exponents can be ob-
tained from the scaling of their 〈ALD〉 (or 〈MLD〉) and 〈Nbr〉
with sequence length Nnt or, equivalently, number of nodes
N. This leads to the scaling exponents ρ〈ALD〉 (or ρ〈MLD〉) and
ε〈Nbr〉, respectively (Sec. IV A). When the RNA sequence length
cannot be varied arbitrarily, we have also shown how to obtain
the same exponents through the distributions of path lengths
p(`) and branch weights p(nbr) (Sec. IV C). Since the distri-
bution of path lengths is in general two-parametric [Eq. (5)],
this leads to two separate estimates for ρ , namely ρθ and ρt ,
while the distribution of branch weights gives us the exponent
εp. Now we are left to examine what these scaling exponents
obtained for random RNA sequences imply for the structural
properties of RNA in the wider context of randomly branching
polymers.

As described in Sec. II A, one would expect for randomly
branching polymers that the two topological scaling exponents
ρ and ε will be identical, ρ = ε . The scaling exponents for uni-
formly random RNA sequences, obtained either from scaling
relationships or distributions at fixed sequence length (Fig. 2)
are shown together in Fig. 3. We immediately see that the ex-
ponents ε and ρ obtained from the scaling relationships indeed
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Figure 3. Comparison of the scaling exponents ε and ρ for uniformly
random RNA sequences. The scaling exponents shown by full sym-
bols were obtained from the scaling properties [Eqs. (2) and (3)] and
correspond to panels a and c of Fig. 2. The scaling exponents shown
by empty symbols were obtained through fits to distributions at fixed
RNA length [Eqs. (5) and (11)] and correspond to panels b and d of
Fig. 2.

seem to converge to the same value, at least within the error
bars of the fit. (Note that the sequence length in this case refers
to the starting sequence length of the fit range.) When we take
a look at the scaling exponents obtained from the distributions
of RNA sequences of fixed length, we see that the exponents
ε and ρθ also converge to approximately the same value. This
value is, furthermore, very close to the one obtained from the
scaling relationships, and we can claim that we have in general

ρRNA ' εRNA ≈ 0.67. (15)

(We remark again that for the fits to distributions, the statistical
error is negligible, while the systematic error is difficult to
estimate.)

A notable discrepancy, however, occurs with ρt , that is, the
exponent ρ obtained from the fit parameter t of the RdC dis-
tribution. The value of this scaling exponent is significantly
smaller than all the other scaling exponents, even though it
already appears to have converged. While it is not clear why
this particular exponent does not match the other ones, we can
speculate that the reason behind it lies either in the assump-
tions made during the derivation of the RdC curve [Eq. (6)]
or in the Pincus blob argument used to derive the relationship
between t and ρ [Eq. (10)]45. Apart from the exponent ρt , how-
ever, the scaling exponents ρ〈ALD〉, ε〈Nbr〉, ρθ , and εp appear
to roughly obey the relationship ρ = ε . In this respect, RNA
indeed behaves as a randomly branching polymer.

We can use the obtained scaling exponents to compare ran-
dom RNA sequences to other types of branched polymers.
Fig. 4 frames our result, ρ ' ε ≈ 0.67, in the context of ideal
linear and branched polymers, as well as self-avoiding trees

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
ε

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

ρ

ideal linear

ideal

2D SAT

3D SAT
2D melt

3D melt

random RNA

Figure 4. Scaling exponents ρ and ε for different types of branched
polymers. Shown are the exact results for ideal branching and linear
polymers, as well as the known computer simulation results for SATs35

and melts of randomly branching polymers44 in both 2D and 3D.
Positioned in this diagram is also our result on random RNA sequences,
where the smeared region depicts the estimated value of ρ ' ε ≈ 0.67
and the corresponding uncertainty (cf. Fig. 3).

(SATs)35 and melts of branching polymers44 in 2D and 3D.
While we have trivially ρ = ε = 1 for ideal linear polymers and
ρ = ε = 1/2 for ideal branched polymers, the scaling exponents
of random RNAs take on values which are very similar to those
of SATs in 3D. This is a particularly interesting observation
since the RNA secondary structures we study are obtained using
an energy-based prediction software which does not take into
account any steric effects or tertiary interactions.

V. DISCUSSION

As already briefly mentioned in Sec. II, the study of the
connectivity of branched polymers provides an “incomplete”
view of RNA conformations. The main reason is that—just
as in the case of the more ordinary linear polymers29—how
branched conformations fold in space is a matter of a non-trivial
combination between branching and the specific interactions
between different monomers.

In polymer physics29, the physical characterization of the
spatial conformations of any polymer ensemble can be obtained
in terms of the average linear size 〈R(N)〉 defined through the
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root-mean-square gyration radius Rg:

〈R(N)〉 ≡
√
〈R2

g〉=

√√√√
〈

1
N

N

∑
i=1

(ri−rcm)2

〉
∼ Nν , (16)

where ri is the spatial coordinate of the i-th monomer and rcm≡
N−1 ∑N

i=1 ri is the centre-of-mass of the chain. The scaling
exponent ν introduced in Eq. (16) specifies the embedding of
spatial conformations in space and depends on several factors,
particularly on monomer-monomer interactions and solvent
conditions24,27.

Contrary to what we have done for the scaling exponents ρ
and ε , the determination of the scaling exponent ν for RNA
molecules is much less straightforward. The main reason, evi-
dent from Eq. (16), is that one needs to know either the spatial
positions of all atoms or at the very least the 3D conformation
of a proper coarse-grained model. Even in the latter case, the
computational cost of simulating hundreds of folds for thou-
sands of different random RNA sequences of different length
remains prohibitively expensive. The possible number of RNA
conformations reconstructed from experiments (for instance,
NMR experiments) and computational simulations is thus still
limited. Fortunately, the theory of randomly branching poly-
mers in the form of the classical Flory theory26 comes to our
aid. We now show that, under rather general assumptions, the
knowledge of ρ implies ν24, meaning that the branched archi-
tecture of RNA molecules and their average folding properties
in space determine each other.

The Flory free energy of a randomly branching polymer or a
tree with N monomers is a function of the polymer mean size
〈R〉 and the average ladder distance 〈ALD〉28,59:

F

kBT
≡ F (N;〈R〉,〈ALD〉)

kBT

' 〈R〉2
〈ALD〉2 +

〈ALD〉2
b2N

+V (N;〈R〉), (17)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, b is
the mean bond length and V (N;〈R〉) is the general interaction
potential between monomers which, importantly, depends only
on N and 〈R〉 but not on 〈ALD〉. The sign “'” in Eq. (17) re-
minds us that the different terms in the expression are typically
valid up to some numerical prefactor of o(1)26. When we min-
imize the Flory energy with respect to 〈ALD〉26–28, the exact
form of V does not matter and we easily obtain the expression
connecting ν and ρ28:

νFlory =
3ρ−1

2
. (18)

As demonstrated in Ref. 28, Eq. (18) is in excellent agreement
with all available numerical data for ν and ρ in different ensem-
bles of randomly branching polymers, both in 2D and 3D.

A strong signature for annealed connectivity of the branching
topology of a molecule is the equivalence between the expo-
nents ρ and ε [Eq. (4)], for which we have demonstrated that
it holds true for RNA molecules as well (Figs. 3 and 4). Tak-
ing all these considerations together, we propose that Eq. (18)
is applicable to RNA as well, and therefore we can use our
estimated value of ρ ' 2/3 (Fig. 3) to obtain

νRNA ' 1/2. (19)

This is, interestingly, the same value of the scaling exponent
for randomly branching self-avoiding polymers60 in 3D.

We also observe that Eq. (19) contradicts the proposal by
Fang et al.31, which was based on the Kramers’ formula32,34

for the radius of gyration of branching trees:

〈R2
g〉=

〈b2〉
N

∑N−1
nbr=0 nbr (N−nbr)Znbr ZN−nbr

∑N−1
nbr=0 Znbr ZN−nbr

' 〈b2〉Nρ , (20)

where the last expression can be derived by using Eqs. (11)–
(13) with β = 3/2− ε = 3/2− ρ (see supplementary mate-
rial). Here, 〈b2〉 is the mean-square bond spatial distance of
the branched RNA structure. By neglecting excluded volume
interactions, 〈b2〉 does not depend on N61 and one would get
ν = νRNA = ρ/2' 1/3 which corresponds to the prediction by
Fang et al.31. However, this hypothesis appears inconsistent
with the measured ρ ' 2/3 as branching polymers with no
volume interactions have ρ = ε = 1/228,29. Since the Kramers’
formula holds for both RNA molecules [Eqs. (11)–(13)] and
generic branching polymers28 alike, Eq. (20) can be reconciled
with it by noticing61 that 〈b2〉 ∼ N2ν−ρ . However, since this
makes Eq. (20) identically true, it means that the same equation
cannot be used to derive ν from ρ .

Finally, we note that our results for ρ and ε are not necessar-
ily in contradiction with the works where 〈R2

g〉 as a function of
sequence length was determined from 3D structures of RNA
molecules deposited in PDB and which led to the estimate
ν ≈ 1/362,63. As described in Ref. 28, branching polymers
prepared under specific solvent conditions (for instance, in
a good solvent) can be moved—by keeping the connectivity
quenched!—to different solvent conditions (for instance, to a
bad one) which changes the scaling exponent ν but not, of
course, ρ28,64. A similar process may occur during the determi-
nation of the structure of RNA molecules as well, and could be
a reason for the observed discrepancy in the value of the scaling
exponent ν . Other potential reasons are also that the connectiv-
ity of RNAs in the PDB dataset might be quenched, or that the
size distributions of these molecules is skewed towards short
RNAs to the extent that one cannot observe the proper scaling
exponents, which should be attainable only in the asymptotic
limit of very long RNAs.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this manuscript, we used the scaling theory of branching
polymers (Sec. II) to characterize the branching properties of
ensembles of secondary structure folds of random RNAs of
varying lengths and uniform composition. By ignoring pseudo-
knots we were able to map RNA folds to tree structures (Sec. III)
and obtain the scaling exponents ρ and ε from the length de-
pendence of 〈ALD〉 and 〈Nbr〉, respectively (Sec. IV A). Im-
portantly, we also demonstrated how the two exponents can be
determined from the distributions of path lengths and branch
weights of RNA sequences with fixed length (Sec. IV C), which
is particularly relevant for biological RNAs. We found that
ρRNA ' εRNA ≈ 0.67, indicating that the ensembles of RNA
secondary structure folds are characterized by annealed random
branching and behave as self-avoiding trees in 3D (Sec. IV D).
Furthermore, we have shown that this result is robust irrespec-
tive of nucleotide composition, node degree distribution, as
well as multiloop energy parameters (Sec. IV B). Our character-
ization of the branched topology of RNA folds, complemented
by very general polymer arguments, also allowed us to deter-
mine the scaling exponent ν for the mean spatial size of RNA
molecules, where we obtained νRNA = 1/2 (Sec. V). Simultane-
ously, we observed that other assessments of this exponent (as
done by, e.g., Fang et al.31) implicitly assume some additional
non-trivial hypotheses which do not appear to be justified based
on our analysis.

Our work firmly places the branching (secondary) structure
of RNA in the wider context of randomly branching polymers.
In the future, the methodology developed here should be ap-
plied to biological RNAs, with viral ssRNA genomes providing
a particularly good example, as the scaling exponents can be
compared at the level of the viral species, genus, and family.
The robustness of the scaling exponents should also be further
checked by incorporating experimental reactivity data (such
as SHAPE and DMS) into the prediction of RNA secondary
structures. Furthermore, although previous works by Parisi and
Sourlas 60 and Lubensky and Isaacson 33 indicate that lattice
animals—structures containing loops—are in the same univer-
sality class as trees, it will be interesting to study in the future
how accounting for the presence of pseudoknots in RNA struc-
tures influences our results. Doing so will require a non-trivial
expansion of the theory presented in this work in order to be
able to study RNA structures mapped onto graphs. We believe
that a better understanding of the principles which give rise
to RNA branching properties from its sequence will open up
the possibility for the design of RNA sequences with desired
topological properties65–67, where the ability to design com-
pact RNA sequences is particularly relevant in the design of
vaccines68.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for more details on: justi-
fication of the ansatz in Eq. (13) in the main text; correlation
between the quantities Nnt, N, and Ñ; exploration of the con-
nections between nucleotide composition, multiloop energy
parameters, and Prüfer shuffling with the scaling exponents ρ
and ε; and determination of the scaling exponents ρt and ρθ
from the distributions of path lengths.
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JUSTIFICATION OF THE ANSATZ IN EQUATION (13) IN THE MAIN TEXT

Equation (11) in the main text is exact only in the case of ideal branching polymers, i.e., polymers with no
monomer-monomer interactions for which the only contribution to the free energy of the system comes from branching.
For such a situation, Daoud and Joanny [1] have shown that the partition function of branching polymers with size N
is given by:

Z ideal
N =

I1(2λN)

λN
, (S1)

where I1(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and λ is the branching fugacity (related to the branching
probability per node). From the known asymptotic behavior for Bessel functions, we can write down the large-N limit
of Z ideal

N as

lim
λN→∞

Z ideal
N ' e2λN

2
√
π (λN)3/2

. (S2)

Even though Eq. (11) in the main text holds only in the ideal case, it was shown by Rosa and Everaers [2] that it
remains remarkably accurate even for interacting branching polymers and hence should hold for RNA molecules as well.
In order to take advantage of this and employ Eq. (11) to extract the exponent ε from the branch weight distribution
functions of RNA molecules, we can introduce the following ansatz [i.e., Eq. (13) in the main text] for the partition
function of interacting polymers:

ZN =
Iβ(2λN)

(λN)
β
. (S3)

In a similar fashion as for Eq. (S2), we can also determine the large-N limit of Eq. (S3):

lim
λN→∞

ZN '
e2λN

2
√
π (λN)β+1/2

. (S4)

By using the asymptotic expansion in Eq. (S4), we can show that the distribution of branch weights p(nbr) given by
Eq. (11) in the main text follows the power-law-like behaviour in the mid-weight regime, 1/(2λ)� nbr 6 N/2:

p(nbr) =
Znbr
ZN−nbr−1∑N−1

nbr=0Znbr
ZN−nbr−1

∝ Znbr
ZN−nbr−1

∼ e2λnbre2nbr(N−nbr−1) (λ2nbr (N − nbr − 1)
)−(β+1/2)

=
e2λ(N−1)

λ−2(β+1/2)
(nbr (N − nbr − 1))

−(β+1/2) ∝ (nbr (N − nbr − 1))
−(β+1/2)

. (S5)

By comparing Eq. (S5) to Eq. (12) in the main text, it follows that β = 3/2− ε.
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RNA SEQUENCE LENGTH AND THE SIZE OF THE TREE REPRESENTATION OF ITS STRUCTURE

By mapping an RNA secondary structure of length Nnt to a tree, one obtains a planar tree graph with N + 1 nodes
and N weighted edges (see Sec. II in the main text). The RNA tree can be furthermore expanded in such a way that

all edges have unit length, resulting in an expanded tree with Ñ edges (with Ñ in turn corresponding to the total
number of base pairs). Given an average stem length b and number of unpaired nucleotides Nunpaired, these quantities
are related through

Nnt = 2bN +Nunpaired = 2Ñ +Nunpaired, (S6)

since we have Ñ = bN . The average base-pairing probability and the average stem length b are both independent of
the length of the RNA in the limit of long RNAs, meaning that the ratio Nunpaired/Nnt is not a function of sequence
length. Furthermore, while changing the composition of the RNA sequence influences the amount of base pairs in its
secondary structure, the percentage of base pairs (or, alternatively, average stem length b) remains independent of the
length of the sequence. Therefore, we can expect that the RNA sequence length Nnt and the number of edges in both

of its tree representations (N and Ñ) will be linearly correlated and we can use them interchangeably. This is indeed

so, as Fig. S1 confirms: both N and Ñ are almost perfectly linearly correlated with Nnt, the more so the larger the
RNA tree. Changing the sequence composition of the RNA also does not compromise this linear correlation, but only
changes the prefactor of the scaling.
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Figure S1. Scaling of the number of (a) tree edges N and (b) expanded tree edges Ñ with RNA sequence length Nnt of a

random RNA with uniform nucleotide composition. The relationships between these quantities, N ∼ Nξ
nt and Ñ ∼ N ξ̃

nt, are

almost completely linear (ξ = ξ̃ ≈ 1, insets of panels a and b). Scaling of the number of (c) tree edges N and (d) expanded tree

edges Ñ with RNA sequence length Nnt for random RNA sequences of 16 different nucleotide compositions (listed in Table S1).
Insets of panels c and d show that the linear relationships persist even with varying nucleotide composition.
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SCALING EXPONENTS AND NUCLEOTIDE COMPOSITION OF RNA

Most of our work focuses on uniformly random RNA sequences where the frequency of each nucleotide is identical,
f(b) = 0.25 ∀b. To verify that the conclusions we obtain regarding their scaling exponents are also valid in general for
an arbitrary nucleotide composition, we selected 16 different nucleotide compositions (Table S1) and evaluated their
distance from the uniform random composition by a simple Euclidean metric,

δ2 =
∑

b∈{A,C,G,U}

(
f(b)− 1

4

)2

, (S7)

which correlates well with improved statistical measures such as Jensen-Shannon divergence. The 16 different nucleotide
compositions cover a wide array of possibilities, as they were chosen in such a way that they cover the convex hull of
the space of ∼ 1800 viral genomes of different positive single-stranded RNA viruses and as such represent the most
extreme cases within this dataset.

Both the scaling of the 〈ALD〉 (Fig. S2) and 〈Nbr〉 (Fig. S3) with sequence length for random RNAs with different
nucleotide composition show only a small variation in the scaling exponents ρ and ε. This holds true even when the
nucleotide composition differs significantly from that of a uniformly random RNA. The observed differences in scaling
are thus solely a consequence of the prefactor of the scaling law, which has previously already been connected to the
differences in the percentage of base pairs in the RNA structures at different compositions [3].

Table S1. Nucleotide composition of 16 different sets of RNA used for the comparison of the scaling behaviour of random RNA
sequences with different nucleotide compositions.

Composition f(A) f(C) f(G) f(U) δ

uniform 0.2500 0.2500 0.2500 0.2500 0.0000

1 0.1789 0.2639 0.3048 0.2524 0.0909

2 0.3298 0.2336 0.2427 0.1939 0.0992

3 0.2109 0.2469 0.2042 0.3379 0.1066

4 0.2255 0.1560 0.2864 0.3321 0.1322

5 0.2095 0.1630 0.2735 0.3539 0.1433

6 0.3366 0.2920 0.1409 0.2304 0.1468

7 0.2249 0.3595 0.1408 0.2748 0.1587

8 0.2202 0.1624 0.2382 0.3792 0.1594

9 0.1550 0.3820 0.2352 0.2277 0.1648

10 0.2505 0.1427 0.2259 0.3809 0.1710

11 0.2252 0.4057 0.1311 0.2380 0.1978

12 0.2784 0.1302 0.1904 0.4010 0.2038

13 0.1494 0.3877 0.3082 0.1547 0.2039

14 0.3973 0.1297 0.1452 0.3277 0.2306

15 0.1877 0.4480 0.1486 0.2157 0.2336

16 0.1392 0.4989 0.1635 0.1984 0.2905
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Figure S2. Scaling of 〈ALD〉 with RNA sequence length Nnt for 16 different nucleotide compositions of random RNA sequences
(Table S1). Each datapoint (for a given nucleotide composition and sequence length) contains 200 random sequences. Smaller
insets show the nucleotide composition for four different examples. Larger inset shows the scaling exponent ρ obtained for
random RNAs with different nucleotide composition, as measured by Euclidean distance δ from uniformly random composition.
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Figure S3. Scaling of 〈Nbr〉 with RNA sequence length Nnt for 16 different nucleotide compositions of random RNA sequences
(Table S1). Each datapoint (for a given nucleotide composition and sequence length) contains 200 random sequences. Smaller
insets show the nucleotide composition for four different examples. Larger inset shows the scaling exponent ε obtained for
random RNAs with different nucleotide composition, as measured by Euclidean distance δ from uniformly random composition.
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SCALING EXPONENTS AND MULTILOOP ENERGY PARAMETERS OF THE FOLDING SOFTWARE

In the commonly used linear model for the energy of multiloop formation,

Emultiloop = E0 + Ebr × [branches] + Eun × [unpaired nucleotides], (S8)

different versions of ViennaRNA software [4] (specifically, those before and after v2.0) use significantly different values
of the multiloop energy parameters. In particular, the largest difference lies in the energy of branch formation Ebr

which changes sign in the two parameter sets, either inhibiting large multiloop formations in the older versions of the
software (positive value of the parameter) or promoting them in the newer versions (negative value of the parameter;
see Table S2). To consistently compare the influence of the multiloop energy parameters on the scaling behaviour of
RNA structures, we use the energy parameters from ViennaRNA v2.4 and use either its version of multiloop energy
parameters or we modify solely the multiloop energy parameters with those of older versions, resulting in an energy
parameter set we term ViennaRNA-mod. All other parameters in the ViennaRNA-mod set are left unchanged, i.e.,
equal to the set used in ViennaRNA v2.4. In this way, we can be sure that any differences in scaling we might observe
are due to the changes in the multiloop energies. The values for the two sets of multiloop energy parameters used are
given in Table S2.

Figure S4 shows the scaling of both 〈ALD〉 and 〈Nbr〉 with sequence length for uniformly random RNA folded using
the two different multiloop energy parameters. Despite the fact that the two sets of parameters tend to result in quite
different node degree distributions of the resulting RNA structures (see Ref. [3] for details), we can see that both
scaling exponents ρ and ε seem to converge to the same values.

Table S2. Multiloop energy parameters used in the current version of ViennaRNA (v2.4) and those from the older versions of
the software (< 2.0), which we use in a modified set of energy parameters termed ViennaRNA-mod.

Multiloop parameters E0 Eun Ebr

ViennaRNAv2.4 9.3 0.0 −0.9

ViennaRNA-mod 3.4 0.0 0.4
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Figure S4. Scaling of (a) 〈ALD〉 and (b) 〈Nbr〉 with RNA sequence length Nnt using two different multiloop energy parameters,
based either on the current version of ViennaRNA (ViennaRNAv2.4) or on its older versions (< 2.0, ViennaRNA-mod). The
insets show how the scaling exponents change as we progressively narrow the fit region to longer sequence lengths.
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SCALING EXPONENTS AND PRÜFER-SHUFFLED RNA TREES

Every labelled planar tree graph with N edges can be uniquely represented by its Prüfer sequence of length N − 1.
The Prüfer sequence is generated iteratively from a labelled tree by successively removing the peripheral node (leaf)
with the smallest label, and adding the number of the node to which it was connected as the next element in the
sequence. The details of this procedure are described in Ref. [5]. An example of a small tree together with its Prüfer
sequence is shown in Fig. S5a.

Permutation of the Prüfer sequence of a tree (Prüfer shuffle) results in a different tree with an identical distribution
of node degrees (see Fig. S5 for an example). Thus, by permuting the Prüfer sequences of RNA structures mapped to
trees, we can obtain different trees whose node degree distribution exactly matches that of the original RNA and can
be considered RNA-like. Figures S6 and S7 show the scaling of 〈MLD〉 and 〈Nbr〉 with the number of edges N for
random RNA and its Prüfer-shuffled versions (each sequence averaged over 500 Prüfer shuffles). For comparison, we
also show the scaling of randomly generated Prüfer sequences, corresponding to random labelled trees with N edges.

We also note that while RNA trees can be considered unlabelled, Prüfer sequence representation in general operates
in the space of labelled trees and is therefore sensitive to node labelling. To make sure that we can nonetheless compare
the scaling of RNA trees and their Prüfer-shuffled versions, we also generated random unlabelled (non-isomorphic)
trees with N edges as implemented in Giac/Xcas software [6]. The scaling of 〈MLD〉 for both random labelled and
unlabelled trees is essentially the same (Fig. S6), which justifies post hoc our initial comparison of RNA trees and their
Prüfer-shuffled versions.
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Figure S5. (a) Example of a Prüfer sequence of a small labelled tree with N = 11 edges and (b) Prüfer-shuffled version of the
same tree (obtained by shuffling the original Prüfer sequence to obtain the Prüfer sequence of the shuffled tree). Note that while
the original and the shuffled tree are different, they have the same distribution of node degrees (e.g., one node of degree 5 and
two nodes of degree 3).
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Figure S6. Scaling of 〈MLD〉 with the number of tree edges N for uniformly random RNA sequences of different lengths (red
circles) and their Prüfer-shuffled versions (green squares). The error bars shows standard deviations of averaging over 500
permutations of the corresponding Prüfer sequence of the original RNA tree. Black diamonds show the scaling of random Prüfer
sequences, corresponding to a sampling of random labelled trees, and gray pentagons show the scaling behaviour of random
unlabelled (non-isomorphic) trees. Lines show power law fits of the form 〈MLD〉 = αNρ.
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Figure S7. Scaling of 〈Nbr〉 with the number of tree edges N for uniformly random RNA sequences of different lengths (red circles)
and their Prüfer-shuffled versions (green squares). Each square represents an average over 500 permutations of the corresponding
Prüfer sequence of the original RNA tree. Black diamonds show the scaling of random Prüfer sequences, corresponding to a
sampling of random labelled trees. Lines show power law fits of the form 〈Nbr〉 = αNε.
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SCALING EXPONENTS t AND θ OF THE RDC DISTRIBUTION OF PATH LENGTHS

To obtain the scaling exponent ρ from the distribution of path lengths p(`) of individual RNA structures (or, more
precisely, sets of RNA structures at fixed length), we use the two-parametric RdC distribution [Eq. (6) in the main
text] and fit it to the path length distribution. Typically, we do this for a set of random sequences and their structures
at a fixed length and obtain the two fit parameters t and θ (panels a and b of Fig. S8). One can show that both fit
parameters can be connected to the scaling exponent ρ—in this way, we can use the two parameters to obtain two
independent estimates of the scaling exponent, ρt and ρθ, respectively. Under certain assumptions (see the discussion
in Sec. IV C in the main text), these two parameters are not independent but are related through

θ =
1

t− 1
. (S9)

Figure S8c shows how the RdC fit exponents for uniformly random RNAs of different lengths compare to Eq. (S9). For
comparison, we also show the values of the RdC fit exponents for four different types of randomly branched polymers,
taken from Ref. [2].
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Figure S8. Parameters (a) t and (b) θ of the RdC distribution obtained from path length distributions of uniformly random
RNA sequences of different lengths. Each point represents a fit to the distribution of path lengths of 200 random sequences with
500 structures for each. Panel (c) shows the changes in the fitted exponents in the (t, θ) plane, where one can observe how the
relationship between them changes with increasing sequence length (colour-coded in panels a and b). Also shown are the values
for four different types of branched polymers, taken from Ref. [2]. Dashed line in panel c shows the theoretical relationship
between the two fit exponents, Eq. (S9).
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